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Autonomous molecular design by Monte-Carlo
tree search and rapid evaluations using
molecular dynamics simulations
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Functional materials, especially those that largely differ from known materials, are not easily

discoverable because both human experts and supervised machine learning need prior

knowledge and datasets. An autonomous system can evaluate various properties a priori, and

thereby explore unknown extrapolation spaces in high-throughput simulations. However,

high-throughput evaluations of molecular dynamics simulations are unrealistically demand-

ing. Here, we show an autonomous search system for organic molecules implemented by a

reinforcement learning algorithm, and apply it to molecular dynamics simulations of viscosity.

The evaluation is dramatically accelerated (by three orders of magnitude) using a femto-

second stress-tensor correlation, which underlies the glass-transition model. We experi-

mentally examine one of 55,000 lubricant oil molecules found by the system. This study

indicates that merging simulations and physical models can open a path for simulation-driven

approaches to materials informatics.
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The development of materials conventionally depends on
human sense and trial-and-error synthesis. Such laborious
developments are expected to be accelerated by materials

informatics (MI)1,2, which is commonly implemented by virtual
screening (see Fig. 1a). After training on existing data, a machine-
learning model predicts the target properties of materials based
on the features of known materials3–9. Rapid inference by
machine learning extracts the potential candidates from hundreds
of thousands of compounds in a material database. This subset of
the candidates is then examined experimentally. However, the
prediction ability is effective only when the target materials are
within an interpolation space coordinated by a supervised dataset.
To discover truly new materials, we should explore outside the
scope of known materials.

An autonomous search scheme beyond the interpolation space
is called a closed-loop search1. The system configuration is illu-
strated in Fig. 1b. Here, a machine-learning search model
accompanies robotics or simulation software. The search model
receives feedback from the evaluated properties, and decides the
material proposals in the next loop. This search-evaluation loop
iterates until the material structure is optimized with respect to a
target property. Search algorithms for this purpose are numerous
and varied10–14. An example is the artificial neural network in the
chemical language SMILES, which generates a continuous latent
space of molecules, and seeks the high-scoring molecules by a
gradient-based optimization procedure10,11. Elsewhere, pro-
spective molecular structures were generated by a Bayesian
approach using forward and backward predictions in the
structure–property relationship12. To design synthetic strategies
and uncover new organic materials, Yang et al. and Segler et al.
used a reinforcement learning algorithm called Monte Carlo tree
search (MCTS)13–16. This algorithm was used in the AlphaGo AI
system for the Chinese board game “Go”17. The MCTS algorithm
efficiently searches a tree graph whose nodes represent molecular
fragments in SMILES. Its aim is to maximize the prospective
reward of molecules13,14.

However, no matter what search algorithms are used, a long
evaluation time is a major bottleneck in the loop. Ab initio cal-
culations provide important material properties such as forma-
tion energies and band gaps. These static properties can be
obtained at reasonable computation cost only by advanced
algorithms and multicore architectures18–21. Transport-related
properties, such as ion conductivity and viscosity, must be
assessed in molecular dynamics (MD) calculations, which simu-
late the atomic dynamics of molecules. Although the evaluated
transport properties are based on statistical physics, MD calcu-
lations cannot be a high-throughput evaluator22, because reliable

ensemble averaging requires a huge number of MD steps23,24.
Another important consideration is accuracy of the empirical
force fields. This topic has been actively studied in recent years,
with developments of machine-learning potentials trained on
appropriate ab initio reference data25–29.

This paper presents an autonomous molecular-design system
based on MCTS and MD simulations. As an example of transport
properties, we focus on viscosity because viscosity is related to
tribological properties30,31 and its reciprocal value represents a
diffusion coefficient. These properties are fundamental in
mechanical and chemical engineering, which use oil and elec-
trolytes on a daily basis. Our system performs ultra-fast MD
evaluations that alleviate the time-demanding bottleneck of
autonomous systems.

We first explain the conventional and proposed fast viscosity
evaluations by MD simulations, define the target property, and
explain the rules of oil-molecule generation in MCTS. After the
closed-loop search, the MI-designed oil molecule is synthesized
and its viscosity performance is experimentally examined. Finally,
we inductively analyze the obtained large data to guide the
development of lubricants. The technical details are provided in
the Methods section and Supplementary Notes.

Results
Conventional MD evaluation. One conventional schemes for
obtaining transport properties is the Green–Kubo (GK)
formalism32,33. Non-diagonal elements of a stress tensor Pij is
observed in a MD simulation of liquid molecules. The viscosity η
is obtained by dynamical fluctuations of Pij as

η ¼ lim
t!1Φ tð Þ � lim

t!1 Φ t; t0ð Þh i

Φ t; t0ð Þ �
Z t

0

1
kBTV

Pij t
0 þ t0ð ÞPij t0ð Þdt0;

ð1Þ

where kB, T, and V denote Boltzman’s constant, temperature, and
volume of the simulation cell, respectively. The operator 〈〉
represents ensemble averaging in the MD calculation (see Fig. 2a),
which samples the correlation Φ(t, t0) with respect to the time
origin t0.

The bottleneck in the conventional MD-based evaluation is
easily recognized from Φ(t, t0). Figure 2b shows the density of the
sampled Φ(t, t0) entries in MD simulations of an oil molecule.
After a long t, the variations among the samplings of the
correlation are enlarged, meaning that the long-future state is
loosely associated with its present state. Figure 2c shows the vice
versa situation, in which the correlations at short times shows
smaller variations. As evidenced in Eq. (1), viscosity is a long-time
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Fig. 1 Material search schemes in materials informatics. a Virtual screening by a supervised machine-learning (ML) model, and b an autonomous search
scheme that iterates the search-evaluation loop until the target property of the material structure is optimized.
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correlation, requiring a huge number of MD steps to obtain
sufficiently many t0 samplings for accurate ensemble averaging.
Based on this insight, we suggest that if the viscosity can be
predicted through the short-time correlation, the number of
sampling MD steps can be reduced in the viscosity evaluation.
Such a strategy is sought in this paper.

Fast evaluation. To realize the above idea, we import an elastic
concept of liquid viscosity called the shoving model34–36.

This model describes liquid from an atomic viewpoint as
shown in Fig. 3. In the liquid state, a component molecule is

surrounded by other liquid molecules in a caged space. Driven by
thermal fluctuations, each molecule repeatedly collides with its
neighbors. After a certain relaxation time, a molecule escapes
from the cage by pushing its neighbors away. Through iterations
of this local relaxation, all molecules are eventually rearranged
and the liquid flows macroscopically. This phenomenological
viewpoint suggests that the structural relaxation related to
viscosity can be well represented by the energy required to push
the surrounding molecules. The energy barrier is then propor-
tional to the shear modulus of the liquid.

Combined with transition-state theory37, the shoving model
provides an Arrhenius-type equation of viscosity as

logη ¼ α
G1
T

þ β
G2
1
T2

þ γ;

G1 ¼ lim
t!0

d
dt

Φ tð Þ ¼ 1
kBTV

P2
ij t0ð Þ

� �
;

ð2Þ

where α, β, and γ are empirical parameters. Equation (2)
demonstrates that viscosity is correlated with the stiffness of the
liquid, which is measured under a given instantaneous force.
Puosi and Leporini35 and Dyre and Wang36 improved the
accuracy of viscosity calculations by a revised formula for the
shear modulus G*

1 / Φ δtð Þ, where δt is a short-time period of
the order of molecular vibrations. In this study, we use an
averaged value of Φ as follows:

G*
1 / Φ ¼

R δt
0 Φ tð Þdt
δt

; ð3Þ

and δt is set to 5.0 fs.
The shoving model was originally developed to clarify the

atomic mechanism of glass transition. Here, we employ it to
accelerate the MD evaluation of viscosity, as described below.
Note that as Eq. (2) uses the short-time correlation, we can
estimate the viscosity by Φ instead of the conventional evaluation
in Eq. (1).

To improve the accuracy of our evaluation, we modify the
original Arrhenius equation in Eq. (2). Van Velzen’s model is a
well-known modification of the Arrhenius form. Commonly used
in lubrication engineering, this model corrects the
viscosity–temperature relation with respect to the boiling point
of the liquid38,39. Combining the van Velzen model with Eqs. (2)
and (3), we obtain

log η ¼ AΦ
1
T
� 1
Tb

� �
þ B�Φ2 1

T
� 1
Tb

� �2

þ log ηb; ð4Þ

where the boiling point Tb of the liquid is immediately estimated
from a SMILES string via the Joback method40 implemented in
the python library thermo. Fitting Eq. (4) to the experimental
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Fig. 2 Viscosity evaluation in the Green–Kubo scheme. a Schematic of
molecular dynamics (MD) sampling to obtain the correlation function Φ in
Eq. (1). Pij, kB, and T denote the non-diagonal elements of a stress tensor,
Boltzman’s constant, and temperature, respectively. The operator 〈〉
represents averaging with respect to the time origin t0. b Correlation
functions of an oil molecule (molecule 13nddh shown in the Methods
section) at 40 °C, and c the same correlations in the short-time range. The
color bar in b represents the density of the Φ(t, t0) entries in the t0
samplings, obtained by kernel density approximation implemented in scikit-
learn. The short-time correlation Φ is central to the present fast evaluation
method (Eq. (4)). The red lines are the averaged values over the samplings.

Energy barrier    G

Fig. 3 Schematic of a flow event in the shoving model. The label G∞

indicates shear modulus of the liquid.
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viscosities of reference organic molecules (see Methods section),
the parameters A, B, and ηb were determined as 7.577 × 103,
1.607 × 107, and 0.217 cP, respectively. Interestingly, the viscosity
at the boiling temperature ηb is known to be constant value
0.22 cP for typical organic molecules that contain larger than
20 carbons41. This value is consistent with the fitted value. Note
that the accuracy of the proposed approach may degrade in small-
molecule cases.

Target property: viscosity index. As a target property for opti-
mization, viscosity alone is unsuitably trivial. Viscosity typically
increases with number of constituent atoms of a lubricant
molecule, because longer molecules become more entangled in
the liquid state than short molecules39. Instead, we target the
viscosity index (VI), which indicates the temperature sensitivity
of viscosity42. Machinery equipment requires high-VI oil for
stable mechanical operations in various environments. We use
the most famous VI definition, namely the quantity VIASTM given
in the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D
2270 standard42,43. The VIASTM is calculated as

VIASTM ¼ 100 ´
L� η40

�C
k

L� H
; ð5Þ

where ηTk is the kinematic viscosity at temperature T. In this
definition, it is obtained from the kinematic viscosities L and H
with VIASTM= 0 and 100, respectively, at 40 °C, and having the
same kinematic viscosity as the oil of interest at 100 °C. The
reference viscosities can be obtained from a viscosity conversion
table42,44. We used the python library thermo to calculate VIASTM.

As a complementary measure of VI performance, we also
computed the dynamic viscosity index (DVI)42,45, because the
VIASTM is unsuitable for low-viscosity oils44. For example, if
η40

�C
k ≤ 2.0 mm2/s, VIASTM is undefined. Moreover, the VIASTM
underestimates the viscosity susceptivity of low-viscosity oils in
the range of η40

�C
k ≤ 5.0 mm2/s44. To resolve these problems, the

DVI was proposed as

DVI ¼ 220� 7 ´ 10S

S ¼ �log10
log10 η40

�C
� �þ 1:2

log10 η100�Cð Þ þ 1:2

� �
=log10

135þ 40
135þ 100

� �
;

ð6Þ

where η denotes the viscosity. The kinematic viscosity and
viscosity are related through ηk= η/ρ, where ρ is the density of
the liquid.

An important difference between VIASTM and DVI is that the
former observes the ηk variation, whereas the latter observes the η
variation. Tribological properties such as oil film thickness and
viscosity resistance at the sliding interface depend more on
viscosity than the kinematic viscosity. Therefore, although the
VIASTM is conventionally used, the DVI is also a good index of the
temperature–viscosity sensitivity. These two indices are compared
in the Supplementary Note 1.

Molecular fragments and rules of the Monte Carlo tree search.
The remaining component of the autonomous design system is a
search algorithm that generates molecular structures with the
optimal target properties. The search algorithm should comprise
both an efficient search strategy in regarding to inherent mole-
cular representations and generation rules to meet material
requirements. This study employs the MCTS as the search
algorithm, which describes a molecule by a graph structure. The
graph nodes describe the user-defined molecular fragments in
SMILES13,14. Oil molecules synthesized and purified from crude
oil generally have hydrocarbon chain structures with several
branches. To represent such structures, we defined different types

of molecular fragments for the main and side chains of the
molecules as follows:

● In the main chain: CC, OC, C=C, (, $, c1ccccc1$, C1CCCCC1
$, =O$

● In the side chain: CC, OC, C=C, (,), c1ccccc1),
C1CCCCC1), =O)

where $ indicates the end of the molecule. These side-chain
fragments can be joined only after a “(” symbol in the main chain.
The c1ccccc1, C1CCCCC1, and =O fragments are terminal
groups. The initial molecular fragment, called a root node, is C.

We then restricted the generated molecules to lubricants.
Unbranched molecules are inappropriate because they have high
freezing points, so are prone to waxing at the operating temperature.
To generate molecules with one or more branches, we rejected the
no-branch molecules during the rollout operation of MCTS. The
branched molecules were then restricted to the allowable viscosity
range. An excessively high viscosity increases the fuel consumption,
whereas a very low viscosity leads to scuffing. The preferred
kinematic viscosity of the base oil of automobile lubricants ranges
from 3.0 to 6.0mm2/s. As viscosity is proportional to the number of
constituent atoms39, a typical oil molecule should contain 20–40
carbons46. To accord with the MCTS rules, we set an ending rule by
which fragments with $ can be used only when the total number of
C and O is 20 or higher. When this number is 30 or higher,
fragments with $ are used mandatorily.

In summary, we define three search rules: define the molecular
fragments, prohibit the unbranched molecules, and impose the
ending condition. The hyperparameters of the MCTS algorithm
are given in the Methods section.

Evaluations of viscosity and viscosity index. The closed-loop
feasibility is mainly determined by the acceleration extent of the
MD evaluations. As a baseline method, we employed the con-
ventional Einstein–Helfand (EH) scheme33, which evaluates the
viscosity by the mean-squared displacement of Pxy. We empha-
size that this baseline was selected for a convenient comparison,
because the EH scheme is defined to avoid erroneous negative
viscosity, unlike the GK scheme. The two schemes are compared
in Supplementary Note 2.

Figure 4a compares the viscosities evaluated by the fast
evaluation and EH methods with an identical dataset of MD
trajectories. The computational details are provided in the
Methods section. Under the same sampling conditions, the
root-mean-squared error (RMSE) was 3.8 cP in the proposed
method, greatly reduced from 19.8 cP in the EH method. A
distinctive advantage can be found in the standard deviation
(STD) of each MD trajectory. In the present method, the STD is
only 3.7% those of the EH method, so small that the error bars are
hidden behind the points in Fig. 4a. We roughly estimated that to
attain the same statistical accuracy as the EH method, the fast
evaluation reduced the number of samplings in the MD steps to
approximately (3.7/100)2 ∼ 1/1000. The fast evaluation is exam-
ined in detail in Supplementary Note 3.

Figure 4b compares the VIASTM values of the EH and proposed
methods. Because the VIASTM is very sensitive to slight deviations
in kinematic viscosity, the errors in the EH method were
unacceptably large for the closed-loop system. In contrast, the
VIASTM values obtained by the proposed method were sufficiently
accurate and efficiently obtained.

Autonomous search. Figure 5a shows the protocol of closed-loop
searching. The MCTS proposes the next molecule encoded in
SMILES, and then the fast evaluation by MD simulations pro-
vides its VIASTM as feedback. The search was performed ten times
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with 5500 evaluation loops per search, giving 54,318 evaluated
molecules. Figure 5b shows VIASTM and kinematic viscosity his-
tograms of the molecules. Most of the viscosities ranged from 3.0
to 6.0 mm2/s as planned, and several high-VIASTM molecules were
observed. As indicated by the top-ten molecules in Fig. 5c, the
generated structures were very particular, unlikely to be synthe-
sized by one or two chemical processing steps. Therefore, we
investigated the candidate list for higher VIASTM molecules
admitting an easy synthesis. For the easy synthesis requirement,
we sought suggestions from organic chemists in our institute.
Consequently, we took the 83rd-ranked molecule shown in
Fig. 5d as a motif, and modified it to an easily synthesized form in
Fig. 5e. The modified molecule was prepared by the etherification
of farnesyl bromide with 1,5-diphenylpentan-3-ol, which is
obtained by the Grignard reaction of 3-phyenylpropanal and 2-
phenylethlmagnesium bromide47. As comparison molecules, we
used two major high-VI base oils refined from crude oil by
hydrocracking and chemical synthetic: YUBASE-4 and
SpectraSyn-4 made by SK lubricants and Exxon Mobil, respec-
tively. The viscosities of these oils were experimentally deter-
mined by a Stabinger viscometer SVMTM in Anton Paar Ltd.

Table 1 summarizes the properties obtained in the investiga-
tion. The calculated DVIs, kinematic viscosities, viscosities, and
densities deviated within 20% of the experimental values. The
calculated VIASTM was overestimated because it largely responds
to even slight changes in kinematic viscosity (see Supplementary
Note 1). The experimental VIASTM of the present molecule was
109, smaller than those of the high-VI commercial oils, but still
classifiable between the high-VI group (VIASTM= 80–110) and
the very high-VI group (VIASTM > 110) according to Neale 48. In
fact, when measured by another DVI metric, the obtained oil was
slightly superior to the market oils.

Typically, the main components of high-VI oils are high-ration
paraffin structures. For instance, poly-alpha oleffine shown in
Fig. 5f is a major component of SpectraSyn. Interestingly, our
molecule in Fig. 5e is quite unlike the conventional high-VI
molecules. This result indicates that it extends the interpolated
lubricant space. Nevertheless, engine oils in applications must not
only satisfy the viscosity-index requirements but must also deliver
high oxidative resistance and low freezing point at minimal
production cost. These additional requirements are not con-
sidered in the present test search.
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Fig. 4 Plots of calculated versus experimental viscosities and viscosity index. a Comparison of the proposed fast method (left) and conventional
molecular dynamics (MD) in the Einstein–Helfand (EH) scheme (right). b Plots of calculated versus experimental viscosity indices in the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D 2270 standard (VIASTM). The red circles are averaged over the MD trajectories. The reference organic molecules and
MD conditions are described in the Methods section. The RMSE and STD denote the root-mean-squared error and standard deviation, respectively.
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Discussion
As is often mentioned, material data are not big data, and the
existing datasets of transport properties are limited. Nevertheless,
experts try to deduce a design guideline from such a scarce
dataset to develop better materials. For example, after observing
synthesized molecules by properly controlled hydrocracking and
13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), researchers deduced
that high-VI molecules likely consist of long chains with few
branches and rings46,49–51. Owing to the time-intensiveness of the
experiments, the hydrocracking and NMR data constituted only
several tens of entries. To our knowledge, the present dataset of
55,000 entries is the largest acquired dataset of viscosity proper-
ties. In a simple data analysis, we now extract the features from

this dataset that are relevant to high-VI molecules, and compare
our insights with those reported by the experts.

Figure 6a and b show the correlation heat map and the main
structure–property correlations (with values exceeding 0.4),
respectively. For the correlation analysis, we selected the VIASTM,
kinematic viscosity ηk, density ρ, number of constituent atoms N,
number of branches Nbranch, and the ring ratio Rring. The positive
correlation between the kinematic viscosity and N is well known39.
The VIASTM was strongly correlated with both ηk and N. To cap-
ture molecules with viscosities within the typical range of low-
viscosity engine oils, we then restricted the dataset to 4.0 mm2/s
≤ η100

�C
k ≤ 5.0 mm2/s. In Fig. 6c, the edge between VIASTM and ηk

disappears because its correlation was below the threshold
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Fig. 6 Correlation analysis. Viscosity index in American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D 2270 standard VIASTM, kinematic viscosity ηk, density
ρ, number of atoms N, number of branches Nbranch, and ring ratio Rring were involved in this analysis. a Correlation heat map. b–d are graph representations
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Table 1 Comparisons of the present molecule and commercial high viscosity-index oils.

ηk [mm2/s] η [cP] ρ [g/cm3]

VIASTM DVI 40 °C 100 °C 40 °C 100 °C 40 °C 100 °C

Present molecule
Calculation 157 (+43%) 143 (+15%) 22.11 (+8%) 4.95 (+18%) 20.51 (+7%) 4.44 (+18%) 0.928 (−1%) 0.899 (+0%)
Experiment 109 125 20.43 4.21 19.14 3.77 0.937 0.897
YUBASE-4 120 123 19.08 4.14 15.61 3.23 0.818 0.781
SpectraSyn-4 118 123 16.84 3.81 13.51 2.92 0.803 0.765

Viscosity index of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) D 2270 standard, dynamic viscosity index, kinematic viscosity, viscosity, and density are indicated by VIASTM, DVI, ηk, η, and ρ,
respectively, where ηk= η/ρ. Values in parentheses are the calculation errors of the fast molecular dynamic evaluations. See Methods for the condition of the calculation.
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magnitude 0.4, but the positive correlation between N and VIASTM
remained under the viscosity restriction. According to this result,
VIASTM is an increasing function of N. However, as N is also
positively correlated with the viscosity, it cannot be increased
indefinitely, but is restricted by the upper limit of the valid viscosity
range. Therefore, when increasing N, the viscosity must be
simultaneously suppressed. To favor a high-VIASTM, we minimized
the viscosity of molecules with constant N. Figure 6d shows the
major correlations in the dataset of molecules with N= 31. The
kinematic viscosities of the restricted molecules were mainly dis-
tributed over 4.0–5.0 mm2/s. The nodes Rring and Nbranch were
positively correlated with the node ηk, implying that straight-chain
fragments are preferable for reducing the viscosity increment.

Meanwhile, a high VI was observed for molecules with many
constituent atoms, few branches, and few rings. This result is
consistent with the previously reported experimental

insights46,49–51. Note that although Nbranch and Rring nega-
tively influenced the VIASTM, they could not describe the VI well,
because they were poorly correlated with VI. The VI might be
better represented by other features such as molecular config-
uration, dynamical entanglement, and dipole–dipole interactions.
Other critical parameters of VI might be identified by mining the
present dataset of 55,000 molecules; for this purpose, the dataset
(see Supplementary Data 1) has been made publicly available.

In conclusion, our autonomous search confers two main
advantages: (1) efficient design of a high-functioning molecule by
referring to a prospective molecule selected from generated can-
didate molecules, and (2) acquisition of design insights and
directions from the generated dataset. A major weakness of this
system is the difficulty of evaluating the ease of synthesis, which
has been intensively studied elsewhere14. Nevertheless, as a
potentially new scheme of materials development, our MI system
comprehensively explores the vast material space in high-speed
evaluations. Experts can then modify the extracted prospective
materials considering the required stability, safety, and produc-
tion cost of the target product. Current AI systems for the “Go”
game have continuously inspired professional players since
demonstrating their ability to defeat the players52. This trend may
also propagate into materials science, driving further technolo-
gical developments through human–MI collaborations. Fast
evaluation by MD simulations should be generalized to transport
properties other than viscosity, such as ion conductivity. Such
investigations will be undertaken in our future work.

Methods
Molecular dynamics simulation. The simulations were performed in the open-
source MD solver LAMMPS with the force field TEAM_MS which is provided in
the commercial software Direct Force Field (DFF). The TEAM_MS force field was
constructed based on the results of ab-initio calculations of molecular fragments53.
To achieve a thermal equilibrium state, we first ran an NVT calculation with time

Table 2 Conditions of the molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations.

Thermalization Sampling

lcut N (0.25 fs)→N (1.0
fs)

N (1.0 fs) Quantity

Normal 10.0 Å 200,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 Pij/Pos
High
throughput

5.0 Å 50,000 200,000 350,000 Pos

The parameter lcut is the cutoff distance of coulomb interactions among molecules and N(Δt) is
the number of the MD steps, where Δt is the time interval. Pij≡ (Pxy+ Pyz+ Pzx)/3, and Pos
denotes the traceless-symmetric part of the stress tensor.

Fig. 7 Skeleton structures of the reference oil molecules.
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interval Δt= 0.25 fs followed by an NPT calculation with Δt= 1.0 fs. We then
executed a relatively long NVT calculation with Δt= 1.0 fs to sample the non-
diagonal elements of the stress tensor Pij. Table 2 summarizes the conditions of the
MD simulations.

Figure 2b, c shows the distributions of Φ(t, t0) entries, calculated in MD
simulations under the ”Normal” condition in Table 2. To obtain the distributions,
we divided the t0 samplings into 100 domains, modifying Eq. (1) as

Φ t; t0ð Þh i ¼ 1
Nt

XN
n0¼1

Φ t; n0Δt � Δtð Þ;

¼
X99
n1¼0

1
100

1
Nt=100

XNt=100

n2¼1

Φ t; 100n1NtΔt þ n2Δt � Δtð Þ;

�
X99
n1¼0

1
100

Φ0 t; n1ð Þ:

We employed the averaged sampling quantity as Pij≡ (Pxy+ Pyz+ Pzx)/3. The
MD simulations were repeated five times to increase the number of the MD
samplings; therefore, Fig. 2b, c was constructed from 5 × 100 Φ0 t; n1ð Þ trajectories.

Figure 4, which compares the results of the fast evaluation and conventional
methods, was constructed from the same five MD trajectories under the “Normal”
condition. In this case, we individually set Pxy, Pyz, and Pzx as Pij and ran the MD
simulation five times, thus obtaining 5 × 3= 15 viscosity samples for each
molecule.

The traceless-symmetric part of the stress tensor Pos is known to yield good
statistics. The quantity Pos consists of five independent samples Pxy, Pyz, Pzx, (Pxx−
Pyy)/2, and (Pyy− Pzz)/2 collected into one MD trajectory23,24. We used Pos as the
sampling quantity in the high-throughput calculations of Fig. 5. The number of
molecules in the simulation cell was 120. To reduce the computational cost of the
55,000 evaluations, we decreased the cutoff length of the coulomb interaction and
number of time steps (“High-throughput” row in Table 2). We confirmed that the
high-throughput condition ensures acceptable accuracy for determining the order

of VIASTM’s of different molecules, as shown in the Supplementary Note 4. The data
in Table 1 were accurately calculated by sampling the traceless-symmetric quantity
under the “Normal” condition.

Monte Carlo tree search. The reward in MCTS is defined by the upper confidence
bound (UCB) score as

UCB ¼ VIASTM=200þ C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2log nparent=n

	 
r
; ð7Þ

where n and nparent indicate the numbers of visits at a node and its parent node,
respectively15,16. The quantity VIASTM is obtained by averaging the VIASTMs of
molecules that were randomly generated from the node called random rollout. The
rollout number, which refers to the number of randomly generated molecules, was
set to 10.

Because VIASTM cannot be defined when η40
�C

k ≤ 2.0 mm2/s, we set VIASTM= 0
in such cases. If the structure of the molecule generated in the rollout phase was
chemically invalid, it was automatically detected by the RDKit software and
replaced with a new molecule. The bias coefficient C is an arbitrary parameter. We
set C= 1, which is theoretically validated when the first term of the right-hand side
of Eq. (7) ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 (refs. 15,16). We then divided VIASTM by its
approximately expected maximum, namely, 200.

Reference molecules. As the reference models in the MD test, we adopted typical
12e organic molecules. Their structures and abbreviated names are displayed in
Fig. 7. Their formal names and viscosity properties are listed in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively. In the MD calculations, the numbers of molecules in the simulation
cell were 150 for 9nhhd, 9chhd, diiso_seb, and 2m4odp, 120 for 1c2mh and 13cp,
and 100 for the remainder. Approximately 10,000 atoms existed in each simulation
cell.

Table 4 Viscosity properties of the reference oil molecules.

Name VI η/ηk@40 °C η/ηk@100 °C η/ηk@160 °C η/ηk@220 °C

13nddh 180.7 19.04/23.37 4.22/5.43 1.68/2.28 0.93/1.33
9nhhd 92.4 5.56/6.95 1.57/2.09 0.72/1.03 0.44/0.65
9chhd 70.1 9.05/10.94 2.11/2.68 0.89/1.20 0.53/0.75
11chh 107.1 13.68/16.49 2.94/3.67 – –
1_1dchtd 77.6 29.52/33.88 4.37/5.24 – –
13php 128.4 17.63/20.50 3.60/4.42 – –
11ndd 152.4 12.99/15.97 3.10/3.97 – –
1_1dphtd 95.4 15.35/16.87 3.18/3.63 – –
diiso_seb 140.8 11.90/13.31 2.93/3.45 – –
2m4odp 113.6 34.07/37.30 5.40/6.20 – –
1c2cmh 109.0 24.30/28.21 4.23/5.10 – –
13cp 128.8 18.99/22.60 3.74/4.70 – –

The viscosity values were obtained as η= ρηk, where ρ is the calculated density, because the database mainly records the kinematic viscosity ηk. If the data at 40 °C or 100 °C were missing, they were
estimated by spline fitting of the recorded data. For example, Springer Materials reports the viscosity properties of 13nddh at 37.78, 61.0, 98.89, and 135.0 °C, but not at 40 and 100 °C. All reported data
were obtained from Springer Materials (https://materials.springer.com).

Table 3 Reference oil molecules.

Name Formal name Chemical formula SMILES

13nddh 13-n-dodecylhexacosane C38H78 CCCCCCCCCCCCCC(CCCCCCCCCCCC)CCCCCCCCCCCC
9nhhd 9-Hexylheptadecane C23H48 CCCCCCCCC(CCCCCC)CCCCCCCC
9chhd 9-Cyclohexylheptadecane C23H46 CCCCCCCCC(CCCCCCCC)C1CCCCC1
11chh 11-Cyclohexylheneicosane C27H54 CCCCCCCCCCC(C1CCCCC1)CCCCCCCCCC
1_1dchtd 1,1-dicyclohexyltetradecane C26H50 C(C1CCCCC1)(C1CCCCC1)CCCCCCCCCCCCC
13php 13-Phenylpentacosane C31H56 CCCCCCCCCCCCC(c1ccccc1)CCCCCCCCCCCC
11ndd 11-Decyldocosane C32H66 CCCCCCCCCCC(CCCCCCCCCC)CCCCCCCCCCC
1_1dphtd 1,1-Diphenyltetradecane C26H38 C(c1ccccc1)(c1ccccc1)CCCCCCCCCCCCC
diiso_seb Bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate C26H50O4 CCCCC(CC)COC(=O)CCCCCCCCC(=O)OCC(CC)CCCC
2m4odp 2-methoxy-4-[(octadec-9-enylamino)methyl]phenol C26H45NO2 CCCCCCCCC=CCCCCCCCCNCc1ccc(c(c1)OC)O
1c2cmh 1-cyclohexyl-2-cyclohexylmethyl-heptadecane C30H58 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC(CC1CCCCC1)CC2CCCCC2
13cp 13-Cyclohexylpentacosane C31H62 CCCCCCCCCCCCC(CCCCCCCCCCCC)C1CCCCC1
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Data availability
The dataset generated during the high-throughput evaluations (54,318 SMILES of
the molecules along with the VI's, viscosities, kinematic viscosities, and densities) is
available in the Supplementary Data 1. The authors declare that all other data supporting
the findings of this study are available within the paper and its Supplementary Notes.
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